Facial analysis has attracted much attention in the technology for human-machine interface. Different methods of classification based on sparse representation and Gabor kernels have been widely applied in the fields of facial analysis. However, most of these methods treat face from a whole view standpoint. In terms of the importance of different facial views, in this paper, we present multi-view face analysis based on sparse representation and Gabor wavelet coefficients. To evaluate the performance, we conduct face analysis experiments including face recognition (FR) and face expression recognition (FER) on JAFFE database. Experiments are conducted from two parts: (1) Face images are divided into three facial parts which are forehead, eye and mouth. (2) Face images are divided into 8 parts by the orientation of Gabor kernels. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed methods can significantly boost the performance and perform better than the other methods.
Introduction
Face recognition (FR) and face expression recognition (FER) have achieved attractive progress in the technology for human-machine interface, computer vision and image analysis. Methods of classification based on sparse representation [1] have been widely employed in facial analysis, such as KSVD [2] , D-KSVD [3, 19] , compressive sensing [4] and so on.
In the process of facial analysis, facial features extraction plays a pivotal role [5] . In the paper, we use Gabor wavelet coefficients of facial feature points as features. Gabor kernels can imitate human visual system and out-perform computational characteristics of other algorithms, which are similar to reflecting region of the human brain cortex simple cells [6] . Consequently, Gabor kernels have been widely applied in the fields of facial analysis. In [7] Lyons M used a multi-orientation multi-resolution set of Gabor filters to extract formation and construct a facial expression classifier. In [8] Chengjun Liu presented an independent Gabor features (IGFs) method and its application to face recognition. In [9] Lyons M J automatically classified facial images by using elastic graphs labelled with 2D Gabor wavelet features. In [10] Fasel B introduced the most prominent automatic facial expression analysis methods and systems presented in the literature. However these methods regard face or Gabor features as a whole view, which ignore the different contribution to FR or FER of different facial or Gabor features' parts.
In this paper, we present a multi-view facial analysis method which combines sparse representation and Gabor features. We treat different facial components or orientations of Gabor kernels as the corresponding "views". Some comparison experiments are conducted on JAFFE database [11] . The experimental results showed the attractive performance of the proposed methods: Gabor+ multi-components facial analysis [12, 20] method (GmCFA method) and multi-orientations Gabor + facial analysis method (mOGFA method). Figure 1 shows the flow path of GmCFA method, in which face images are decomposed into three components (forehead, eye, mouth) by the distribution of the 122 points. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the role of Gabor features. Section 3 describes the framework of multi-view sparse coding. Section 4 follows the experiments and discussion. Finally in section 5, we conclude the paper and look forward the future work.
Gabor Features
Gabor kernels have been widely applied in the fields of facial features extraction by superior computational characteristics.2-d Gabor wavelet [13] can be defined as:
is the coordinates of the image。 v and u represent the scale and orientation of Gabor kernels separately. In the paper,
, so 40 Gabor coefficients were obtained on each point by convolution image with the Gabor kernels.
In the paper, 122 points (e.g. eye and mouth area) were employed as a fiducial facial mask. Fig. 2 shows the facial mask with distribution of the fiducial points. 
is the p separated part of the i face sample. We aim to find a sparse representation W and the corresponding dictionary set D by optimizing the following problem:
is the dictionary of the
N is number of dictionary atoms. λ and γ are parameters to balance the loss function and regularizations.
The optimization of problem (2) 
Therefore we can find a sparse representation and the corresponding dictionary set by translate problem (2) into subproblem (3) and (4 [16] .
Algorithm 2 shows a convex optimization method of problem (3)
The multi-view dictionary

D
Similarly, Problem (3) can be rewritten as the following form 
Subproblem (5) and (6) can be efficiently solved using 
Experiments and Discussion
To evaluate the effectiveness of GmCFA method and mOGFA method, we apply linear SVM classifier and least squares (LS) to the integrated sparse codes obtained by the above algorithms. We conduct the experiments of FR and FER on JAFFE dataset. JAFFE dataset contains 213 facial images of 7 facial expressions from 10 Japanese females.
For each experiment, we select 70 facial images for testing, which contain each expression of each person, and the other facial images for training. We input the learned sparse codes into SVM [18] and LS classifiers to conduct face recognition and facial expression recognition. We compare the proposed multi-view facial analysis with single-view facial analysis which conducts experiments based on single facial component or single orientation of Gabor features. We also compare with the concatenation face analysis which considers the whole components or orientations as one part. For GmCFA method and mOGFA method, the parameters γ λ, are tuned from set { } . And we use recognition rate as the criteria to evaluate the performance in our experiments.
In the paper, two methods are proposed to demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-view facial analysis. (1) GmCFA method, the normalized facial images are divided into three parts which are forehead, eye and mouth. (2) mOGFA method, the normalized face samples are divided into 8 views by the orientation of Gabor kernels. Figure 3 shows the average recognition rates with varying of the number atoms in FR and FER. Table 1 shows the comparison of expression recognition rates between single facial component and GmCFA method. In Figure 3 , SVM and LS represent the methods that the whole face images as one part. GmCFA_SVM, GmCFA_LS represent the methods that facial images are divided into three facial parts. In Figure 3(a) , the average recognition rate of FR improves with the number of dictionary atoms increasing, and can reach up to 100% when the atoms are 20. In Figure 3(b) , the average recognition rate of FER continues to rise with the number of dictionary atoms increasing. So we put an emphasis on FER of 100 atoms in the follow experiments. In Table 1 , AN, DI, FE, HA, NE, SA, SU denote the facial expression anger, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad, surprise respectively. The SVM and LS methods both work well in FER. GmCFA algorithm performs better than single facial component (forehead, eye, mouth) algorithm. And the average recognition rate of SVM algorithm outperforms LS algorithm in most cases. In Table 2 , Ori1, Ori2, Ori3, Ori4, Ori5, Ori6, Ori7, Ori8 denote 8 orientations of Gabor kernels. Ori1-8 denotes a whole matrix composed of 8 orientations. mOGFA denotes a multi-view matrix composed of 8 orientations. mOGFA method performs better than the other methods. In Table 3 , the average recognition rates of GmCFA method and mOGFA method are superior to the other methods [3] (SRC+Gabor, KSVD+Gabor, DKSVD+Gabor).
GmCFA method
mOGFA method
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed GmCFA method and mOGFA method, which combine multi-view sparse representation and Gabor features for improving recognition results. Particularly, we conduct a batch of comparative experiments. Experimental results demonstrate that recognition results of our methods are obviously superior to other methods.
